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CHAPTER: 6
SCHEDULING

.

AND. DISPATC.H

This 'section deals with the procedure to be adopted for scheduling of generation by State
sector generating plants, CGPs, of share fromCentrill'sector generating stationfor scheduling.
of drawal by the beneficiaries of the State on a dailybasis. The proc;:edurefor submission of
capabilityby each generating plants and submission'of drawal schedule by each beneficiary
of the State is intended to enable SLDCto prepare the 'generationand drawal schedule. This
section also ,deal~ with methodologyfor issuing real,tinie dispatch/ drawal instructions and
rescheduling, if required, along with.the .commerclalarrangement for the deviations from
schedules.'

.
.

.

.

'
.

.

These guidelines are applicable to SLOC, State sector generation companies, generating
plants, CGPs, central sector generating plants located. in the State, STU, transmission entities
.In the State. F~r drawal of power'from central sector generation and for transfer to inter-state

gr.l~and open aCce.sscustomers the SLOCshallalso f?UoW
I~GCand coordinatewithWRLOC.
.2

.

Demarcation of Responsibilities:

t

'~

(I)

The SLDC shall have the total responsibilityfor:

.

.

.
.

.

ScheduUng/dispatching by generatingplants
.Includingthe
CGPs;.
. ,
.
Regulatingthe demand of the bene~ciari~s'in the State;

, Regulating the drawal from the .Central gener,:,ting stations an.d ;

.

Regulating.the bilateral interchanges, if any;
,

(ii)

.

.

.

The STU through SlOC shall alwaysendeav,o\Jrto restrict its net drawsl from Central
generating. station.s' and other, gene~~ting plants within their respective. drawal

schedules.
..

. .'

."

. .

Thegenei'atlngplantsshallbe responsibte"fOi",power,
generation.generally according'
to the .dalJy.scheduleadvised to them by ,the SLOC ,onthe basis of the drawal
.schedules recelv.ed 'from the beneficiaries. However,the' generating plants:may

. (ill)"

. '

deviate from the given.'schedules"dependlng~6nthe plant and system conditions. In
particular;they would be allowed/.encouraged.to generate beyond,the givenschedule
under deficit conditions. Deviations from the.'ex~bus,generation schedules' shall be
appropriately'prlced.

'. .

.
Provided that when the frequency

.

.

Is higher than 50.3 Hz, the actual net injection shall

not exceed the schedu'led dispatch for that hour. Also,whilethe frequency is

above

50.3 Hz, the generating plants,m~y (at their discretion) back down Without waiting for
an advice from SLOC to restrict the frequency rise. When .the frequency falls below
50.0 Hz, the generation at all stations (except those on peaking duty) shall be
maximized, at least upto the level which can 'be sustained, without waiting for an
advice' from SLOC. Notwithstanding the above, the SLOC may direct the generating
plants/beneficiaries to increase/decrease their generation/drawal in case of contin-.
gencies e.g. overloading of lines / transformers, abnormal voltage, threat to system

security.SuchdirectionsshallImmediatelybe actedupon.
(Iv)

.

:.

.

.

For all outages of generation and transmission system, which may have an effect on
the State grid. all entities shall cooperate with each other and coordinate their actions
as per the procedures finalized separately. It:' particular. outages requiring restriction
of generation wttlch beneficiary can receive (and which may have a commercial
implication) .shall be planned carefully to achieve the best optimization.'

.
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(v) .

The user(s) shall
furnishto
the SLOCallrequlsjt~
informationfor
billingpurposes.
.
.
.
,
.

(vi)

Alluser(s) shallabide by the concept of frequencY,:,Ii.nked
load dispatch and pricing of
deviations from schedule I.e. unscheduled Interchanges. All generating plants of the

.

user(s) and the licensees shall normallybe operated accordingto the standing
frequency linkedload dispatch guidelines Issued by the SLOC to the extent possible,
unless otherwise a~vlsedby the SLOC.
\.

(vii)

'

,

.'

The user. shall °P.t to install special energy meters on all inter- co'nnectlons between
the user(s.) and other identified points for recording of actual net Interchanges and
MVARHr drawals. The SLOC shall be responsible for Intra-State energy accounting as
per the scheme approved by STU and all user(s) shall extend the ne.cessa'ry
assistance to the STU pefsonnelln timely collection of metered data.
'.

.

8.3.'

(viii)

~.

Scheduling and dispatch of such CGPs/open access costumers which. Import and/or
export power to the extent of more than 1MW will be subject to. scheduling and
dispatch by the SLOC.

...........

I

. Scheduling and Dispatch Procedure:
.

. t
'
Allthe generating stations in the State shall advise the SLOC by 10.00 a.m. every day'
.the station wise ex-bus. MW and MWHrs capability foreseen for dIfferent hours for the
next day I.e. from'OO.oOhours. to 24.00 hours of the following day. The'beneficiaries
"

(i)

shall advise by.10.00a.m. the sub-stationwiseMWandMWHrrequirementsforeseen
.for different hours for the next day i.e., from 00.00 hours to 24.00 hours of following

day to the SLOC/SSLOC~
(Ii)

' ..

"

The SSLOC shall infQrm the SLOC the MW and MWHr requirements for different hours
the next day by 11:00 a.m. The SLDC will receive information from WRLOC
regarding the MW and MW entltlements,from Central generating stationsfor different
hours for the next day /by 11.00 a.m. The SLOC shall review the foreseen load pattern
and the generation capacitY avail~ble including bilateral exchanges if any, and advise
the WRJ-OC by 3~OO p.m. their drawal schedule for the next day for each of the
generating stations In which -they have .shares and the other generating companies!n
. the State; about their dispatch schedule.' The SLOC shall also advise the SSLDCs'
. their.drawal schedule 'for the next day. The SSlDC, In turn, s~allinform the various
beneficiaries the MW and.MWHr schedules for the next day' by 5.00 p.m.

- for

(Iii)

Whilefinallzlng,the above daily generation schedules for-the generating stations, the
SLDCshalL enslire that the same are operationally reasonable, particularly in terms of
ramping-up J ramping -down rates and the ratio between minimum and maximum

generation levels. Additional charges payable to the generating companies on
accountof such plant operations requiting oil support and / or unit shutdown/start-up
shall also be considered by SLDC.
.
.
(Iv)

The generating companies in the. State may Inform any modification/changesto be
made In station wise drawal, schedule I foreseen capabilities, if any, to SLOC by

10.00 p.m.
(v)

.

Based on the surplus, if any, the SLDC may arrange for bilateral exchanges. Such
arrangement shall be Intimatedto WRLDC
by the SLDC by 10.00 p.m.
.
,

(Iv)

The SLDC shall rEroeivethe final'drawal schedule' againstCentral.allocation along
with bilateral exchange of power, If any by 11.00 p.m.

(v)

The SLOC shall inform the final drawal schedule for the nexf day to SSlOC by
11.15 p;m.'
.

~
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(vi)

The SSLDC shall, in turn, inform the!beneficiaries the drawal schedule for the next day
by 11.30 p.m.

(vii)

In the event of any contingency; during the course of the day of op!3ration, WRLDC or
any generating station may revise its dispatch schedule arid its foreseen capability for
the balance period of the'day. The SLDC shall then revise the concerned 'drawal
schedule' and 'dispatch schedule' in consultation with the concerned' beneficiaries
and issue the same. All such revisions shall be effective one hour after the first advice'
is received by the SLDC;"
"

.

.
,

iY
t

/

'

'

(viii)

While finalizing the drawal and dispatch schedules as abQve, the SLDC and SSLDCs
shalralso check that 'the resulting power flows do not give rise to any transmission
constraint. In case any' impermissible constraints' are foreseen. the SLDG shall
moderate the schedules to the required extent, under intimation to the concerned users,

(ix)

On completion of the operating day, by 24.00 hours, the schedule finally implemented
during the'day (taking into account all before the fact changes in dispatch schedule of
generating stations and drawal schedule of the users shall be iss,ued by SLDG. This
schedule shall be the datum for commercial. accounting. The ~verage ex-bus
capability for each of the generating stations shall also be worked out based ,on all

before-the-fact advice to SLDG.

(x)

The SLDC and the SSLDCs shall, properlY dOcument all the 'above information Le.
station-wise foreseen ex-power plant capabilities adv,ised by the generating stations,
the drawal schedule indented by the beneficiar.ies, all schedules issued by the ~LDC/
SSLDCs. and all revisions/updating of the above.

.

.

.

"

SLDC shall be monitor and maintain a record of deviation from the generation
schedule. The applicable rates shall be paid by the user(s) to the concerned as per
the open access regulations issued by the Commission or as per the terins and:
condition of the PPA as the case may be.,' ' "

(xi)

6.4

'

. ,','

Reactive Power And Voltage Control:

,,,',.

(i)

Regarding VAR drawal/absorption fr<?m the state grid. the SLDG has to follow IEGC.
The VAR consumption below 97% voltage and VAR injection above 103% of the

rated voltage shall be avoided.
(ii)

"

,

,

,;

':,

All the distribution licensees, transmission licensees and STU are expected to provide'
local VAR compensation such that they do ~ot, draw VARs from the EHV grid. VAR
compensation has to commence in the f9110wingorder.

.

Consumer end

.

Distribution transformer end.

.

At the substations end of 11/33KV distribution feeders

.

Sub-stations

.

Generating stations,

'

,

,

(iii)

While tap changing on all 400/220 KV ICTs of CTU shall be done as per the instruction
Of WRLDC, tap changing of other ICTs shall be done as per the' instructions of SLOG
and SSLDCs.
"

(ix)

The generating stations shall generate/absorb reactive power as per instructions of
SLDG, within .the capability limits of the respective generating units, No payments
shall be made to the generating companies for such VAR generatiol1iabsorption.
,

I.

-
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(x)

VAR compensation shall be applied so .as to maintain EHVbus power factor 0.98.

(xi)

SLOC shall monitor and regulate the VAR requirement ofthe state grid and direct the
,

6.5
.
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connected generating plants'generate/absorbreactivepoweraccordingly.Any drawal
/injection of VAR beyond.the prescribed.limits shall be liable .forpaymentof VARI
Reactive energy. charges as prescribedby the Commissiontime.to time.

Non-complianceof Operational Issues

,

.

In case of a non c'ompliance of any ofthe this cod.eby any user(s) the matter shall be reported
by the SLOC to the STU. The STU shall verify and take up the action with the defaulting
user(s) for compliance. If ,user not complained the same thenSTU may ord~r to disconnect

the defaulting user(s) from the grid.
6.5

"

Non':Payment of Dues

,

In case of non~paymentofcapacity and energy charges, unscheduled interchange charges,
transmission/SLDC charges, etc. by anyuser(s): theaffecteduser(s) shallrep()rt the matter to
the STU. The matter shall be verified and STU shalltak~up witltthedefalJltinguser(s) by STU.
for'payingup the dues. If dues are not p.aid'then STU may order to disconnectthe defaulting
user(s) from the grid.'
't
.
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